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Abstract

Adaptive T-cell dependent immune responses against foreign antigens lead to
the formation of germinal centers (GCs), which are specialized environments in
lymphoid  tissues  that  first  generate  memory  B cells  (MBCs)  and  long-lived
plasma  cells  (LLPCs).   BrdU  pulse-labeling  study  in  an  adoptive  transfer
immunization  system  reveals  a  time-dependent  developmental  switch in  the
output of GCs that first generate MBCs and later, long after its peak in size,
switches  to  the  formation of  LLPCs [1].  However  little  is  known about  the
signaling mechanism that controls the differentiation between the MBCs and
LLPCs.  Previously  it  has  been  thought  that  a  discrete  instructional  signal
governs the production of MBCs and LLPCs, though the investigation of CD40
signals,  Ag  affinity  and  certain  cytokine  signals  haven’t  produced  concrete
evidence in support of this instructive program [2]. It is also possible that the
switch in the GC output from MBC to LLPC is  a B cell-intrinsic  stochastic
mechanism [3]. In support of this, there are several key transcription factors and
co-factors  related  to  GC,  MBC  and  LLPC  have  been  identified  that  are
differentially expressed in early and late GC B cells [4]. T cell-derived signals to
the GC B-cells might also have evolved with time that controls the quality and
quantity of GC output because GC T cell density declines significantly at d16
after immunization, a time when GC reaction is switching to its output. Apart
from this, B-cell intrinsic NF-κB signaling [5] and metabolism [6] is also an
important factor as GC reaction is very dynamic in size and cell composition
and therefore energy supply and oxygen availability might also vary with time,
perhaps providing cues for selective differentiation.

In  this  current  study,  we  have  implemented  an  agent-based  formalism  to
simulate  the  GC  reaction  environment  [7].  Using  this  formalism  we  will
implement the existing hypothesis or a combination of them and compare the
simulation  outcome  with  the  existing  knowledge  in  the  literature  to  better
understand the mechanism of differential outcome of GC reaction.   
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